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Incongruities: Dissonance and Contradiction in
the Life of a Black Middle-Class Woman
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My life abounds in incongruities. Fresh from a vacation in Paris, I may, a
week later, be on the milk-run Trailways bus in Deep South backcountry
attending the funeral of an ancient uncle whose world stretched only 50
miles and who never learned to read. Sometimes when I wait at the bus
stop with my attache case, I meet my aunt getting off the bus with other
cleaning ladies on their way to do my neighbors' floors.
—Leanita McClain

When a young black woman dies, it is usually of passing interest, except
to those who knew her. When the same black woman has traversed the
usual social boundaries and established a place for herself in professional
and political spheres traditionally occupied by white males, then her death
calls our attention to questions about her life. This is true of Leanita
McClain, a gifted, black journalist who worked for the Chicago Tribune.
By studying her life I hope to bring out the contradictory elements that
emerge as a result of the complex interactions of race, class, and gender
and the positioning of the individual in the construction of social reality.
Throughout her life and with her choice of death at the age of thirty-two,
at the height of success in society's terms, Leanita demonstrated an under-
standing of the injustices and dilemmas of our society. She was articulate,
in a way most of us never manage to be, about both her life and anticipated
death. It is this explicitness that gives me the means to discuss the relation-
ship between identity and social structures. The act of suicide can be inter-
preted in many different ways: as resolution or capitulation; as cowardice
or courage; as anger internalized or rage externalized. Some view her death
as the ultimate form of self-criticism codifying the vulnerability and self-
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doubt she expressed in private writings. Others read it as an attempt to
exert some measure of control and authority over her life. In my view, it
was the product of contradictions experienced by this sensitive woman (both
journalist and poet), in effect becoming her most powerful statement on the
complex social arena in which her identity was constructed.

It is in understanding and explicating such a life that feminist scholarship
comes to terms with its greatest challenges. Leanita McClain was not a
"typical" woman. The "typical" women of feminist scholarship have too
often been white and middle-class. But Leanita was also not a "typical"
black woman, and certainly not a "typical" professional woman. Her life,
in her own words, was full of "incongruities"—of gender, class, and racial
status, and of personal and professional personas. Such incongruities allow
us to move beyond stereotypes in understanding differences among women.

Feminist debates through the 1970s acknowledged the influence of race
and class in the production of gender, but often treated them as "epiphe-
nomenal," ignoring the fact that the particular way in which women define
themselves and experience gender oppression arises out of a cultural history
shaped and determined by race, class, and particular events. In the lived
reality of individual women, these three aspects of social identity are inex-
tricable from one another. Black feminists, it seems, have understood the
necessity of developing such a theoretical viewpoint.

A careful review of the emerging black feminist literature reveals that many
Black intellectuals, especially those in touch with their marginality in academic
settings, tap this standpoint in producing distinctive analyses of race, class, and
gender.1

Following in this tradition, I argue for an approach to the study of gender
as a dynamic creation, always historically and culturally specific—and di-
alectically constituted together with other aspects of social stratification,
including race and class. Such a framework allows us to see the coherency
of Sandra Harding's thesis that "in cultures stratified by both gender and
race, gender is always also a racial category and race a gender category."2

By viewing race and gender as inextricable, Harding points the way to an
analytic framework that assumes the simultaneous production of race, class,
and gender. To understand this dialectical process of gender formation, it
is useful to look at the relationship between sociality and subjectivity, and
between individuals and institutions. How are different kinds of women
formed within the dialectical interrelations of race, class, and gender?

T H E O R I Z I N G B L A C K W O M E N ' S L I V E S

The theoretical models currently available to feminist social scientists have
focused on structures and systems but paid less attention to the complex
process within which gender and other forms of social inequality are created,
manipulated, and incorporated into individual identities. By focusing on
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the individual, we can gain a new perspective on the contradictions within
systems of social inequality.

To understand and explicate multiple forms of oppression, one needs a
dynamic model of the experience of social inequalities within which race,
class, and gender are accepted as interactive realities that assert themselves
to varying degrees in complex and contradictory ways. The model must
also attend to how individual identities are formed within the historically
and culturally specific contexts of these structures of social inequality.

Instead of assuming the homogeneity of women's experiences, these an-
alytical tools allow us to acknowledge the distinctiveness of cultures and
the universal presence of social inequality without always having to specify
the practices and products in the terms employed by western feminists. Thus,
it becomes possible to accept as a point of departure "the concept of a
multiple, shifting, and often self-contradictory identity . . . an identity made
up of heterogeneous and heteronomous representations of gender, race, and
class, and often indeed across languages and cultures."3 In this analytical
context, the lives of black and other women, whose social realities produce
"fractured identities," form the critical juncture for feminist inquiry. As
Bonnie Thornton Dill asserted in her essay, "The Dialectics of Black Wom-
anhood," "it is the potential synthesis of [the] contradictions [in black
women's lives] which embraces the future problems and possibilities of a
new definition of femininity for all American women."4

I would like to elaborate on Dill's idea of the importance of certain kinds
of contradictions that emerge in the production of social inequality. Leanita
McClain pointed to this condition of her life and social world by speaking
of having a "foot in each world." She was born and socialized into a milieu
in which people have little power except in the day-to-day regulation of
their lives. She later gained access to a different world, by virtue of talent
and historical circumstances, whereby she found herself in a position to
exercise authority over others and participate in the kind of power that
affects society. Emotionally tied to her past in which her values and expec-
tations were formed (and where family and friends still resided), yet drawn
into a different arena as a result of class status, professional training, and
personal choice, Leanita found herself confronted by contradictions at many
levels. Such dissonance alone does not necessarily precipitate particular
forms of consciousness. However, in Leanita's case the intensity and fre-
quency of the contradictions coalesced to impel her toward a certain social
awareness. The disparities between the world she came from and the world
she lived in manifested themselves most noticeably in her decision to live
in a white neighborhood and in her selection of whites as closest friends,
with a few exceptions. Despite her claim to live in both the black and white
world, in fact she was viewed ambivalently by both communities and ex-
perienced ambivalence toward them. Operating in a power sphere usually
only accessible to white males, she witnessed social inequality as it was
constituted and practiced. Leanita was reminded daily and in various in-
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teractions that her social standing and the security she derived from it were
at best precarious. Her writings on the contradictions in her life offer a
glimpse of a black professional woman caught between the domains of
power of her adult life and the disenfranchised world of her early personal
history.

Within feminist research, autobiographies, diaries, letters, novels and
poems have provided the important materials for describing and explicating
women's experiences. By using Leanita's own works about herself, she ceases
to be merely a subject or object but becomes co-commentator—albeit post
mortem—in the analysis of her life. Engaging in this process, what Clifford
and Marcus call the "dialogical mode," ensures that my (the author's) voice,
rather than assuming an authoritative and objective position, is balanced
by other voices, namely, that of the life history's subject. As Clifford points
out, using this mode "obliges writers to find diverse ways of rendering
negotiated realities as multisubjective, power-laden, and incongruent."5

This interpretative approach enables Leanita's words to speak for her
while I, as a black female anthropologist, am able to examine, challenge,
and empathize with my subject/object, allowing the reader access to our
different views. Contributing to my understanding of her text is the fact
that we were both shaped by a particular cultural history. We share age,
race, and gender cohorts, were reared under similar conditions, and even
attended the same public high school. Yet our responses to these conditions
diverged. I am alive to write the story, and she is the one who requested
that:

When my death comes,
Let me be unlike anyone else.
Let my death be felt.6

I N T E R P R E T I N G P E R S O N A L A N D P O L I T I C A L R E A L I T I E S :

A L I F E H I S T O R Y A P P R O A C H

Leanita McClain was born October 3, 1951 in the city of Chicago. Like
most urban centers, it is a city full of deep contradictions. In 1784, John
Baptiste Point du Sable, a black man, was the first settler; yet, in recent
times Chicago has been called the "most residentially segregated city in the
United States where a Negro dare not step outside the environs of his race."7

Yet some have stepped outside the prescribed racial boundaries. Gwendolyn
Brooks, a black female poet and Pulitzer Prize winner, has made Chicago
her home. She now resides there as poet laureate of Illinois, her presence
an indication of the individual's ability to transcend narrow categories that
constrict and dampen the aspirations of the majority of blacks. Ironically,
in 1969, the year Brooks was honored by the state of Illinois, two young
black men, Mark Clark and Fred Hampton were murdered by Chicago
police. The police raid against these two leaders of the Black Panther Party
is viewed, in retrospect, by historians as "a wanton and gross abuse of the
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civil rights of blacks."8 But then, it was an act symbolic of the contempt
held by the city's political machine and its white constituency for the black
populace.

Chicago is a divided city where paradoxes abound. Skyscrapers spiral up
and tower across the city's skyline, some like Marina Towers symbolizing
privilege, and others oppression, like the Robert Taylor homes, one of
numerous housing projects concentrated in ghettos throughout the city. It
is also a place ruled by politics where race has always been a dominant
factor. Although the germination may have begun sooner, racial violence
in Chicago dates back to the race riots of 1919 with an evolving system of
racial stratification in housing, education, and politics that controlled many
city jobs and civil service jobs under a patronage system. In the recent past,
hostilities between blacks and whites have been so vociferous that during
a visit in the mid-sixties, the late Martin Luther King was compelled to
suggest that white Mississippians should visit Chicago if they wanted to
learn how to hate. Despite such polarizations, and the attendant violence
and hostility, Chicago elected its first black mayor in 1983. This is a city
where black versus white; rich versus poor, privilege versus oppression—
and incongruities abound.

Amid such disparities, Leanita McClain, poor, black and intellectually
gifted was reared. She grew up in the urban ghetto of the Ida B. Wells
housing projects. The McClains were among thousands of black families
who migrated to the city from Alabama and Mississippi with fertile dreams
of upward mobility. They viewed the North as a mecca and thought their
lives in the ghetto to be temporary. Like many children of these "immi-
grants" Leanita was raised to have high aspirations and to see her life in
the housing projects as a stopover.9 Education was seen as the primary key
to personal success. And so, Leanita attempted to transcend the restricted
experiences of her parents, and thousands of other blacks. Leanita believed
in the American vision of personal struggle and equivalent rewards and
pursued this symbolic promise through study and hard work. Within a short
period of time, Leanita escaped the fated world of those who remained in
the ghetto. She attended public elementary and high schools and began
working as an ad taker at the Chicago Tribune in 1971 while enrolled at
Chicago State College. In 1973, at the age of twenty-two, she completed
her Masters of Science in journalism at the Medill School of Journalism at
Northwestern University. Eight years later, at the age of thirty, she became
the first black and second woman to sit on the editorial board of the Chicago
Tribune, the oldest and, historically, the most conservative paper in the city
of Chicago and one of the largest daily papers in the Midwest.

The Board was responsible for "determining and setting forth public
positions on local, national, and world issues."10 Most of the board was
comprised of bright, middle-aged to elderly white men. Leanita McClain
and one other member of the Board differed radically from their colleagues—
they were women. And Leanita differed even further: despite her sandy
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brown hair, hazel eyes, and freckles, she was black. In fact, she was the
first black ever to share such power in the 137-year history of the Tribune.
The "accident" of Leanita's presence could probably be traced back directly
to the riots, which had shaken the city of Chicago in 1968, devastating the
west side of Chicago and leaving it a wasteland of parking lots and dete-
riorating storefronts. These events, coupled with an analysis of their impact
in the form of the Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil
Disorders (the Kerner report), demanded action from all sectors of the
community, including the newspaper industry. The report charged that the
white press "repeatedly, if unconsciously reflects the biases, the paternalism,
the indifference of white America." As one reporter hired during the late
sixties recalls, the newspaper industry's response was on two levels. "We
had the riots and the newspapers needed someone to go out into the black
community with a pencil and pad" and they also "realized they had been
ignoring the underlying problems in the black community."11 Leanita was
a member of a new cadre of black and women reporters hired after 1968
to work in every aspect of the newspaper industry.

She was not the first or even the second black reporter to be hired by the
Tribune in 1973. That honor was granted five years earlier to two black
men. Leanita was, however, the only black on the Tribune staff who traced
her lineage back to the riots, the projects, and the people who lived in
Chicago. She had been reared in the Ida B. Wells housing projects and
attended Lucy Flower Vocational High School on the westside of Chicago
where the riots had their genesis. Leanita directed the force of her editorial
powers to this disenfranchised readership. As a member of the Tribune's
task force, which convened in 1980 to expand their coverage of local issues,
she had worked to establish a market for the paper within the black com-
munity, even though most of her black constituency considered the Tribune
a conservative bastion of white power. Her writings displayed a sensitivity
to inequality and called for a commitment to moral Tightness. Whether out
of conscience or other motives, she appointed herself the community's public
voice.

With a wide stylistic range that could be acrimonious in one editorial and
urbane and witty in another, Leanita revealed both the personal and public
effects of social inequality. She wrote of the tension between values shaped
by her past experiences and new ones necessary for her professional survival
but which offered her no emotional sanctuary.

I have made it, but where? Racism still dogs my people. There are still com-
munities in which crosses are burned on the lawns of black families who have
the money and grit to move in.

Her recognition that her life opportunities were always configured within
- the matrix of race and gender is powerfully demonstrated in the following

statement:

What a hollow victory we have won when my sister, dressed in her designer

everything, is driven to the rear door of the luxury high rise in which she lives
because the cab driver, noting only her skin color, assumes she is the maid, or
the nanny, or the cook, but certainly not the lady of any house at this address.12

Leanita strongly believed that all women were not oppressed equally. White
women accrued more privilege by virtue of race. By contrast, black women,
regardless of their success, were never perceived as exercising authority over
others. In an interview one month before her death, she commented:

I think progress for females [has] happened a lot faster than progress for blacks
as a group. And I've said that an awful lot . . . I think Naomi Sims put it best
in her book on black women and success when she said that white men that
run the world and everything in it can still deal with a female of their color,
then with a female or anybody of a [different] color and I think that's why
white women have advanced so rapidly.13

What Leanita did not address in her statement above was the cause for her
own advancement as a black woman over other black men v/ith greater
seniority at the Tribune, including her ex-husband. I believe she gained
privilege as a black woman over black men because she was perceived as
less threatening in the position of power and authority as editor and member
of the editorial board. Yet Leanita was not so naive as to believe that she
was immune from the effects of gender oppression. In the statement below
she acknowledged that women's socialization to serve others is so strong
and begins so early in the life cycle as to appear almost natural. This pro-
duced, she believed, fear in women once they stepped outside their prescribed
roles.

We were raised to be mommies or secretaries and you find yourself on a con-
struction crew, barking at seven men everyday, it can make you insecure.

Also, unequal conditions in the work place helped to create feelings of
frustration and powerlessness, as illustrated in these recollections of a white
woman who worked at the Tribune during the same time.

I really considered filing a class action suit against the paper because I felt I was
still paying my dues when a lot of these guys I had trained or [who] had started
out with me were department heads.14

But Leanita moved outside of set social expectations and found herself in
the position to exercise authority over white men. Despite her status as their
supervisor or editor, she was questioned because she was both black and a
woman. The experience gave her a sense of having achieved against tre-
mendous odds, but also it was an inescapable source of stress in her life.

It was traumatic and ... I accomplished a lot; I have a great sense of accom-
plishment about it, but it was very painful.

Ironically, though she anticipated lack of support as a result of race, Leanita
was surprised at the problems she incurred because of gender.
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I [knew] that being black would always make a difference, but I certainly didn't
think that being a female would make a difference.15

In an interview, Elizabeth McClain recalled her daughter, Leanita, saying
as her career accelerated:

All this flack I'm getting is not because I'm black, it's because I'm a woman.
They would resent any woman who can advance faster than they can . .. That
comes from both sides. [It] comes from the white fellows and [it] comes from
the black fellows . . -16

The impact of gender was implicit in Leanita's work, in the female-centered
perspective in some of her editorials. When she wrote about "Gender's
impact on [Chicago] elections," she noted the disparity between the current
Mayor Jane Byrne's philosophy and praxis.

. .. for a woman who was elected with the help of female voters, [Mayor Jane
Byrne] has not done very much to further the rights of women. She donned a
white dress in the summer heat and marched for the ERA, but all of her closest
advisers are men.17

Leanita was concerned not only with gender politics but with how a par-
ticular class of women were affected by the constraints of poverty and
sexism, and in this editorial she suggested that the needs of "working-class
and poor women concerned about the feminization of poverty" might be
better met by Harold Washington's (a black man) "longtime liberalism and
record on social programs."

Other editorials, such as the "High Cost Of Out-of-wedlock Births" and
the "Tragedy Of Illegal Abortion," indicate Leanita's interest in issues that
circumscribe black and other women's life. In a different editorial on the
progress of black women, Leanita described the new "militancy and black
women." It was a remarkable self-portrait, one that emphasized upwardly
mobile coping strategies and cultural symbols.

The new militancy is not fist-waving or teeth-clenching or Swahili-speaking,
though the Afro hairstyle is still prevalent. Rather it is business-suited, financially
astute and well-spoken, but still with a heavy dose of the old-fashioned, emo-
tional politics of "black is beautiful."18

As part of a cohort of professional women, Leanita also faced having to
mediate personal relationships with career aspirations. Her divorce can be
seen as part of a trend signifying the tensions professional women face.
Moreover, in doing so, she confronted the frustrations middle-class black
women have had establishing successful personal relationships with black
men.19 After seven years of what friends and family perceived as the ideal
marriage (they were known as the "golden couple"), Leanita divorced her
husband, black journalist, Clarence Page. Although some friends suggested
that their "golden" relationship was, in reality, far from perfect, some family
members argued that the security she garnered from the relationship should
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take precedent over Leanita's ideal notions about happiness and love, im-
plying that she should conform to conventional female choices. Most im-
portantly, Leanita herself was confused by the action. She wrote to a
personal friend,

I left Clarence three weeks ago. Where can I begin to tell you why. I'm still
trying to sort out the reasons myself. . . I hope I find the answer... . No one,
particularly my family, understands. What's worse, I don't either .. . Friends
tell me I'm just going through the "independent woman, 7-year itch, turning
30 crazies."20

It took Leanita a year and a half after her announcement to finalize the
divorce; a few friends confirmed that she hid the impending separation from
her parents, appearing at family gatherings accompanied by her ex-husband
as if they were still a couple. For Clarence Page, Leanita's request was
unanticipated and he too seems to have viewed her decision as a temporary
digression. In 1983 she wrote to a different friend "he wants his wife to
come back, to come to her senses, to get off the manic/depressive roller
coaster." Despite the breach of their divorce, Leanita and Clarence Page
remained good friends. And there is no doubt that she held a certain type
of love for him. In fact, she often called upon him in moments of crisis both
great and small—from suicide attempts to car breakdowns. Leanita's need
for support, a need not so apparent when they were married, was something
she could express only after separation.

Leanita's vacillation between independence from and dependence on her
ex-husband is symptomatic of what psychotherapist Janis Sanchez-Hucles
believes to be patterns conditioned by black women's history of

being strong while black men have traditionally been penalized for shows of
strength and assertiveness. Many black women, therefore, are unable or un-
willing to ask for help or to reveal areas of weakness to their mates. Conflicts
about self-esteem and identity make these relationships even more complex.21

Leanita appears to have extended this pattern to all aspects of her life. She
was stoic in public but experienced extreme self-doubt in private. These
latter moments were only briefly exposed to a few close friends. Most of
Leanita's interactions occurred within the corporate structure of the news-
paper, which served for her as a kind of social laboratory. As a member of
the board of a conservative paper that was sometimes hostile to blacks, she
was in the position of having to explain, excuse, and justify the status-quo.
From her colleagues' perspective, Leanita played the corporate game well.
She presented to the public the image of an attractive, intelligent woman
in full control, capable, and with the whole world before her. For this
"image" and her achievements by the age of 30 as the first black and second
woman on the Tribune's editorial board, Leanita was selected by Glamour
Magazine as one of the "USA's Top Ten Working Women for '84." There
were times, however, when she wrote publicly about the conflicts she con-
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fronted as a black woman, of having "a foot in each world." Central to
her concern was the disparity between her life as a middle-class black and
her poor origins, She enjoyed the privileges of her new world but understood
the boundaries.

Through 10 years working my way to my present position at the Tribune, I
have resided in a 'gentrified', predominantly white, North Side lakefront liberal
neighborhood where high rents are the chief social measure. In neither place
have I forgotten the understood but unspoken fact of my 'difference'—my
blackness.22

This difference created boundaries that appeared to operate in three direc-
tions: the white community, the black community, and within Leanita her-
self. Though she did not see herself as an assimilated black American, her
decision to reside in the white world and her status as a high-ranking
professional pitted her, ironically, against the black community she hoped
to serve. In these sets of social relations the unspoken difference was class.

We have forsaken the revolution, we are told, we have sold out. We are Oreos,
they say, black on the outside, white within. The truth is, we have not forgotten;
we would not dare. We are simply fighting on different fronts and are no less
war weary, and possibly more heartbroken, for we know the black and white
worlds can meld, that there can be a better world.

Leanita seemed caught between the values and memories of her childhood
environment and the world of privilege she entered as an adult. The incon-
gruities made her acutely aware of her situational difference from those
with whom she grew up. She had survived where they could not.

It is impossible for me to forget where I came from as long as I am prey to the
jive hustler who does not hesitate to exploit my childhood friendship. I am
reminded, too, when I go back to the old neighborhood in fear—and have my
purse snatched—and when I sit down to a business lunch and have an old
classmate wait on my table. I recall the girl I played dolls with who now rears
five children on welfare, the boy from church who is in prison for murder, the
pal found dead of a drug overdose in the alley where we once played tag.

Her survival, this straddling of two worlds, was not without consequence.
She suffered from a "survivor's complex," a mental reminder that despite
her talents and skills she could be thrust back into the same environs.

In my heart, however, there is no safe distance from the wretched past of my
ancestors or the purposeless present of some of my contemporaries; I fear such
a fate can reclaim me.23

The above passage is evidence that Leanita viewed her own progress as
a capricious and individual stroke of good fortune within a system deter-
mined to maintain blacks as a subordinate group. Despite specific historical
events like the Civil Rights Movement, she acknowledged that there was
little real structural change. There seemed to be just enough flexibility to

allow access for a few individuals but insufficient to accommodate an entire
group's mobility. Leanita was caught in a field defined by two opposite
poles. She expected and achieved, to some degree, access to the pole marked
"white middle-class community" while being pulled and pushed by the
opposite one marked "black poor community."

I am burdened daily with showing whites that blacks are people. I am, in the
old vernacular, a credit to my race. I am my brother's keeper, and my sister's,
though many of them have abandoned me because they think that I have aban-
doned them.

Yet as a member of the black middle class she stood somewhere in between
the two with considerable tension deriving from the fact that both sides
accepted and rejected her simultaneously.

I run a gauntlet between two worlds, and I am cursed and blessed by both. I
travel, observe, and take part in both; I can also be used by both. I am a rope
in a tug of war. If I am a token in my downtown office, so am I at my cousin's
church tea. I assuage white guilt. I disprove black inadequacy and prove to my
parents' generation that their patience was indeed a virtue.

At the personal level, these constraints and ambiguities forced a painful
cognition.

I have a foot in each world, but I cannot fool myself about either. I can see the
transparent deceptions of some whites and the bitter hopelessness of some
blacks. I know how tenuous my grip on one way of life is, and how strangling
the grip of the other way of life can be.24

The events surrounding the 1983 Chicago mayoral election compelled
Leanita to choose sides. With the death of Richard J. Daley in 1976, the
political machine he'd built had started to erode. The decision of Harold
Washington, a black Congressman, to enter the Democratic Mayoral Pri-
mary in 1983 signaled a change in the political history of Chicago. Blacks
saw his presence as a clear sign that they might finally gain a leader who
would be responsive to their needs. As Paul Kleppner states in Chicago
Divided: The Making of a Black Mayor, "by registering and voting in
unprecedented numbers, blacks shook the standing order and permanently
changed the shape of the city's politics."25 For many whites, Harold Wash-
ington was a threat to the tiered system that had maintained blacks and
other minorities in the worst housing, inadequate schools, and the lowest
paying jobs. The polarization of the City and the verbal abuse that char-
acterized the election campaigns and media coverage were a consequence
of the City's history of inequality.

In this context, many blacks, including Leanita, were forced to acknowl-
edge the ambiguity and contradiction of their position as members of the
middle class. Leanita wrote an essay published July, 1983 in The Washington
Post entitled, "How Chicago Taught Me to Hate Whites." In it she delivered
a personal, scathing, angry, yet clear analysis of race relations and critiques
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her own position as a fence straddler. The piece was a remarkable tour de
force. It was not just an indictment of the other side but of her own past
actions.

Chicago—I'd be a liar if I did not admit to my own hellish confusion. How has
a purebred moderate like me—the first black editorial writer for the Chicago
Tribune—turned into a hate-filled spewer of invective in such little time. ... In
one day my mind has sped from the naive thought that everything would be
all right in the world if people would just intermarry, to the naive thought that
we should establish a black homeland where we would never have to see a
white face again.

Though her cultural identity was challenged, it was also reaffirmed in the
same process.

. . . I am not one of those, despite a comfortable life, who have forgotten my
origins. It is just that I had not been so rudely reminded of them in so long.

Leanita's reawakening from the illusion of acceptance to the shocking reality
of her tenuous status in the sphere of middle-class life produced a crescent
anger.

. . . I brought the madness from the streets into work with me. I dissected why
some people had cultivated my friendship, why I was so quick to offer it un-
conditionally, straining as hard as they to prove a point—to say, see how easy
it is if we all just smile and pretend?

The sense of inclusion was suddenly stripped away as Leanita deconstructed
the precarious interracial loyalties of the class she had embraced.

I had put so much effort into belonging, and the whites in my professional and
social circles had put so much effort into making me feel as if I belonged, that
we all deceived ourselves. There is always joking about "it"—those matching
of suntans against black skin, or the exchange of dialect or finding common
ground on the evils of racism. But none of us had ever dealt with the deeper
inhibitions, myths, and misperceptions that this society has force-fed us. The
issue is there, no matter the social strata.26

Her own ambivalence combined with that shown her by both black and
white communities; the result was that she had a foot in neither world.
Without any support base, Leanita was vulnerable to the threats of physical
violence and emotional harassment that accompanied the release of this
essay. The Tribune received letters demanding her dismissal. Radio com-
mentaries questioned her emotional state. The Chicago City Council passed
a formal resolution demanding she apologize to the City. Paradoxically, as
Leanita became more focused about who she was and where her alliances
should be, she simultaneously acknowledged her own alienation from either
community.

. . . Bitter am I? That is mild. This affair has cemented my journalist's acquired
cynicism, robbing me of most of my innate black hope for true integration. It
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has made me sparkle as I reveled in the comradeship of blackness. It has banished
me to nightmarish bouts of sullenness. It has put a face on the evil that no one
wants to acknowledge is within them. It has made me mistrust people, white
and black. This battle has made me hate. And that hate does not discriminate.
(emphasis added)

Leanita was cautious about returning to her normal routines. She had been
irreversibly changed by the racism that had emerged during the election.
She could no longer claim innocence.

I have resumed lunching with some of the white colleagues I avoided for weeks,
though the conversation will stay forever circumscribed. Some have fallen away,
failures of my litmus test. New ones have been found. But no white will ever
be trusted so readily again with the innermost me. It is difficult to have the
same confidence in my judgment about whites that I used to have. It is difficult
to say "friend."27

Almost as defense, Leanita constructed her own boundaries, delimiting the
arena in which social intercourse between herself and whites would occur.
In doing so she revealed a true consciousness, but one that was essentially
contradictory.28 Leanita concluded her editorial with what was both a plea
to be released from the unbearable constraints that structured her social
reality and what can also be read as a declaration of resistance.

... So here I am, blacker than I've ever been. But above all, human—a condition
I share with everyone of every hue. I feel. I mistrust. I cry. And now I know
that I can hate.29

The sentiments and emotions displayed in this, her last extended journalistic
essay, demonstrate Leanita's understanding of the tensions between privilege
and oppression in her own experience. What is most significant is that
Leanita gained access to a public forum (a daily newspaper) and used it to
expose and voice the anger and frustration felt by her and many others.
Leanita's very presence at the Chicago Tribune was a contradiction. Yet
her position there and the experiences that emerged as a result, pushed her
toward a certain level of clarity. In her last editorial and in her suicide we
see the culmination of a personal quest to articulate publicly the incongru-
ities in herself and in society—even in the face of hostile and personal
criticisms. In Leanita's life, we come to see how the personal and the political
were intertwined and how individuals manipulate their social realities in
order to contest the various domains that structure their oppression.

T H E A M B I G U I T Y O F D E A T H

It is from this particular viewpoint that I wish to offer one possible
explanation of Leanita's suicide, fully cognizant of A. Alvarez's caveat that
"no single theory will untangle an act as ambiguous and with such complex
motives as suicide."30 Yet it is precisely suicide's ambiguity coupled with
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Leanita's deliberate and methodical execution of it that makes her death
emblematic. Juxtaposed against her multiple identities as a board member
of one of the most powerful newspapers in Chicago and the Midwest a
positive role model for the black community, and a professional with a
career destined to propel her to national prominence, suicide becomes one
more jarring contradiction in the vortex of her life.

In early April of 1984, after the furor had subsided over the election of
Chicago's first black mayor (and her editorial), Leanita McClain began a
personal pilgrimage. The trek took her from Chicago to San Francisco. She
renewed old acquaintances and left behind a failing relationship with her
lover as well as a nine-room house that seemed to consume her energy and
money. For a while she put away the tranquilizers meant to help her sleep
and established an equilibrium in what had become frequent emotional
mood swings. She once scrawled on a torn piece of paper:

I measure out my life in pills, Dalmane, Valium, Elavil
Come and share in my delusion
Revel in this mass confusion
How has my life come to this?31

While in San Francisco, she momentarily discarded the numerous role
identities that reflected the multiple, and sometimes conflicting, demands of
her life. Leanita worked as a stagehand on a friend's play, and in a complete
reversal of roles, was able to give comfort to an old journalism friend whose
house had collapsed in the spring mudslides and who was now hospitalized.
Toward the end of April and the beginning of May, she made phone calls
to old teachers and long unseen friends to say hello, to chat about her career,
and to reminisce. These brief moments of accord were her way of touching
base, her way to recapture the joy of a past ruptured by the pain of the
present. This pilgrimage was Leanita's way of saying goodbye.

One month after she completed this journey, Leanita McClain settled her
affairs. Unlike the two or three previous attempts to take her life, she did
not cry out to friends for help. For almost a year she had misled her doctor
in an attempt to stockpile enough pills for an overdose. And so, with artistry
and precision, Leanita McClain gathered together all the poems, essays, and
stories she'd written since the age of seven in a scraggly red notebook
prefaced by a typeset cover sheet stating "death notice page." In a peculiar,
yet characteristic, attempt to record the world as she perceived it, Leanita
wrote her parents' obituaries. Barbara Streisand, a long-time melancholic
favorite played on the record player. On the nightstand beside her bed was
a pencil sketch of Leanita at eight years old drawn by her eldest sister
Leatrice. And on May 29,1984, with great deliberateness, Leanita McClain
cordoned herself from the world. She had written about the prospect of
death since the age of twelve and pondered its impact throughout her life.
Like her poetry, it was "an act . . . prepared within the silence of the heart,
as is a great work of art."32
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I choose to read Leanita's death not only as an act of self-criticism and
anger, but also as her final attempt to exercise control over some aspect of
her existence. By interpreting her action in this manner, we acknowledge
that "suicide is, after all, the result of a choice. However impulsive the
action and confused the motives, at the moment when a [woman] finally
decides to take [her] own life [she] achieves a certain temporary clarity."33

Yet, it is not Leanita's individual personality that I see as responsible for
her demise, but rather a confluence of many factors—racism, sexism, con-
flicting class values, depression, failed personal relationships, and eroding
support systems. These, coupled with Leanita's fragile sensibility and her
vulnerability as an intellectually astute, politically insightful, aspiring black
woman who was partly an innocent, configured in the development of
despair so acute and hopelessness so great that she felt life was not worth
living. And in choosing to act, she acquired, for perhaps the first time, some
measure of control over her life.34 One example of her attempt to exercise
such control can be found in the contents of the six suicide notes she left;35

it was as if Leanita wished to instruct us in the interpretation of her life.
In a message entitled "Generic Suicide Note" she wrote:

Have you ever lived in a 9-room prison constructed of your own hopes?
It is not recommended.
Happiness is a private club that will not let me enter.
As my dreams will never come true, I choose to have them in perpetual sleep.36

In these lines, Leanita transformed the house, traditionally symbolic of
security and love, into a jail. Her last line codified the severe disjuncturt
between her .hopes and the reality of the world in which she lived. At th«
same time, it was also an affirmation of her effort to exercise control ovei
some realm of her life. By characterizing suicide as sleep, she evoked i
feeling of peace, security, and resolution. Thus, she seemed to exercise som<
personal control over what she experienced as an intolerable situation.

Leanita's private papers are filled with poems in which she anticipate!
her death and left messages that cautioned the reader against accepting eas
explanations of her complex life. In one poem she wrote:

I should like to die in winter
When my blood upon the snow
Will leave a clue to those who pass
Of my brief, futile life.

The garnet stain like a Rorschaht [sic] test
Will lead each to his conclusion.
"Too much, too soon," one will say.
"Too little, too late," will say another.

And none will learn the truth of the matter.
My secret will melt with the snow.
But the spot will run red each winter hence.
Though I be rotted below.37
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T H E D I F F I C U L T M I R A C L E O F B E I N G A B L A C K W O M A N

I have taken Leanita's life and writings, and tried to interpret them in a
way that is meaningful to her particular situation but which also places her
within history.38 Some may disagree over whether I have accurately dis-
cerned the "truth" of Leanita's life. To them I can only respond that in the
dialogic process there is no single truth, but rather many voices, each telling
only what they know.39 Leanita's life extended "across the social class
spectrum" and enables researchers and audiences to see "important dis-
tinctions" in the range of experiences that constitute black women's lives.40

It is not so important that Leanita is not the typical black woman. What is
central is that through her we can see the range of possibilities available to
her and her access to resources and power. Her life story renders visible the
forces that constrain individual potential and ultimately structure the way
black women may live their lives in a variety of circumstances. We come
to see the subtle and conflicting ways social categories interact to create
domains of privilege and of oppression. Through Leanita's writings, we gain
an appreciation of how incongruities form as individuals juggle identities
of race, class, and gender. I believe that certain types of contradictions can
enhance an individual's consciousness and broaden her understanding of
her relationship to social structures. This is not the only way that individuals
come to recognize and understand the conditions that shape and constrain
their lives, but it is certainly the way in which Leanita's consciousness of
self developed. By attending to her writing, her life, and the larger context,
we can expand the analysis of the subjectivity of black women.

Leanita's life history exemplifies that certain kinds of contradictions are
not only unjust at the social level but also may be unendurable at the personal
level. Yet, the analysis of her life demonstrates that as these very forces give
rise to anger and self-consciousness—of the kind seen in both her journalism
and poetry—they also can become sources of creativity, achievement, and
self-awareness. Unfortunately, for Leanita the constraints imposed on her
by both her professional and private life appeared insurmountable. All of
these, most likely, were major factors in this black woman's decision to
commit suicide at the age of thirty-two on May 29, 1984. In response to
the tragedy, one journalist wrote, "It is rare for a black woman to ascend
to the professional heights that McClain attained . .. Understandably, then,
the loss of [her] influence, power, and her ability to be a role model is
perceived by some blacks as a group loss."41 Truly this is an understatement.
Leanita's loss is significant because she recognized and was able to write
about the contradictions that formed her personal reality. In the text of her
life, or at least in our interpretation of that text, the suicide resides as yet
another discordant, incongruous facet of the complex social reality which
each individual faces. Moreover, her writing demonstrates how she is caught
in a discursive field defined by race, class, and gender that link her to the
lives of other women in the United States and the world. If we are to develop
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more valuable tools for feminist research in particular, and social science
research in general, our analysis must attend to how contradictions emerge
and the subjective way in which they are experienced. This is one path by
which we may travel toward greater understanding of the nature and in-
tricacies of social inequalities as they are constructed, reproduced, and
experienced.
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